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Abstract 

Uniquely heavy with mass at the weak scale, the top quark may have large flavor changing couplings to Higgs bosons 
that are as yet unexplored. We show that such couplings could be directly probed at the LHC through the parton subprocess 
c(c)g ---f t( ?) A’, where the pseudoscalar A0 subsequently decays into tE or fc, giving rise to the intriguing final state of 
like sign top quark pairs. After demanding !*e*, missing energy and two b-jets, the major background turns out to be 

@ -+ Wt?, which can be partially suppressed by jet counting. The signal can then manifest itself in the asymmetry of 
numbers of !+e+ and e-e- events. To further improve the signal over background, efficient l vs. 5 tagging methods should 
be developed. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

PACS: 14.80.Dq; 14.8O.Gt; 12.15.C~; 13.9O.+i 

Despite spectacular agreement with experiment, the 
Standard Model (SM) offers limited insight into its 
own structure. In particular, it does not explain but 
simply parametrizes the hierarchical patterns seen in 
both the fermion masses and the CKM mixing matrix. 
Nor does it reveal any details of the Higgs sector which 
is responsible for the electroweak symmetry breaking. 
Before a theory to account for these issues can be 
established, it is essential to gather experimental hints 
by exploring the properties of the top quark and the 
Higgs boson( s). Since mt is of the same order as the 
electroweak symmetry breaking scale, flavor dynamics 
involving the top quark and the electroweak symmetry 
breaking mechanism might be closely related to each 
other. In this note we examine the case where the 
top quark possesses large flavor changing couplings 
to neutral Higgs bosons [ 1,2]. 

To focus our discussions, we adopt the scenario that 
electroweak symmetry breaking is driven by a scalar 
sector. Given stringent limits on flavor changing neu- 
tral current (FCNC) processes, the structure of this 
scalar sector beyond its simplest form in SM is very 
restricted. In multi-Higgs doublet models, it is cus- 
tomary to impose some discrete symmetries [3] to 
ensure the absence of flavor changing neutral Higgs 
couplings (FCNH) at the tree level. However, inspired 
by the quark mass and mixing hierarchy pattern, 

ml << m2 << mg, 

Cheng and Sher [ 41 suggested that low energy FCNC 
can be naturally suppressed without invoking discrete 
symmetries. For example, in the general two-Higgs 
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doublet model (2HDM), quark mass matrices con- 
sists of two parts, m = m(‘)+m@), where nt(‘) and 

m(*) are each induced by vacuum expectation val- 
ues (v.e.v.): ~1 = (@T) and v2 = (@i). To sustain 

( 1), unless fine-tuned cancellations occur, the off- 
diagonal elements of nt(l) and nt(*), just like m itself, 
should trickle off as one moves off-diagonal. Hence, 
the FCNH coupling matrices tck), obtained from 
&%z(~)/zJ~ by rotating to the mass eigenbasis, can- 
not be arbitrary. Based upon this observation, Cheng 

and Sher proposed [4] the ansatz 8:’ N m/z,$. 
Thus, FCNH couplings involving lower generation 
fermions are naturally suppressed, without pushing 
FCNH Higgs boson masses to way beyond the v.e.v. 

scale. However, since v’%n, %’ v E dm, the 

flavor changing coupling ,_$f’ could be quite sizable, 
and could hence lead to interesting consequences such 
ast+c+$‘[1,2]or$-+tE, ?c[l],where$ 
is some neutral Higgs boson. Since top decay seems 
to proceed predominantly via t --+ bW+, we shall be 
interested in the case where neutral Higgs bosons are 
heavier than the top quark. 

Before we go on to discuss how to probe @ , let us 

rotate @1 and @2 [5] such that ($i) = 0 and (4:) = 
v/d. This eliminates c(l) and transforms t(*) into 

6i.i = .fijm/u, (2) 

where fij’s are constants of order unity. In this new 

basis, the pseudoscalar A0 = fiIm& and charged 
scalar H* f 4: are physical Higgs bosons. The 

CP even neutral scalars &Re 4: and &Re 4: mix 
through the Higgs potential into the physical states @ 
and ho. In the limit that the mixing angle sina --+ 0, 
l$’ rcrt &Re& becomes the “standard” Higgs bo- 

son with diagonal couplings, while ho ---+ fi Re 4; 
has Yukawa couplings as in (2)) but decouples from 
vector or H+H- boson pairs, just like A”. 

For mA0 < mH+ f MJ$J and mhOIH0 -t kfZO (eady 

realized if all Higgs bosons have mass - u), and as- 
suming that CP is a good approximate symmetry, the 
A0 is unique in that it decays only into fermionic$nal 
states. Between the tE and ti thresholds, 

200 GeV < mA0 < 2m, N 350 GeV, (3) 

with the coupling of (2)) A0 + ti;, ic would dominate 
over the usual b6 mode and become dominant [ 11. We 

shall therefore concentrate on A0 in this mass range 
as an FCNH probe. 

The signatures of sizable ctc coupling at !+C- col- 
liders have been discussed recently [ 6,7]. In partic- 

ular, it was suggested [7] that at the 500 GeV Next 
Linear Collider (NLC), the process efe- -+ Z* -+ 
hoAo + t? tE or fc fc could lead to an intriguing 
final state with like sign top quark pairs, the tradi- 
tional hallmark of neutral meson mixings (note that 
T, = tg mesons do not even form). With both ??I@ 

and m,@ in range of (3)) and if sin ff -+ 0, the ttE 
(Ecc) final state is most favorable since both ho and 
A0 dominantly decays into tF (ic) . However, with an 
integrated luminosity of 50 fb-‘, one expects no more 
than a score of like sign dilepton events at NLC per 
year, which improves if J; can be raised. For generic 
sin LY values where ho 4 m ZZ decays are domi- 
nant, the like sign top final state is no longer favorable, 
but like sign dilepton events are still expected from 
the W+ W- tC( &z) final state. Note that the strength of 
.$v is only indirectly probed through the decays of ho 
and A0 here. To probe ttc directly and with a larger 
event rate, we turn to hadronic colliders. 

It is instructive to compare the event rates of hoAo 
production at linear and hadronic colliders. At Teva- 
tron, one expecti no gain for ~4 -+ hoAo since pro- 
duction cross section is similar, but the luminosity at 
a few fb-’ per year with the Main Injector is smaller 
than at the NLC. The situation is only slightly im- 
proved at the LHC. The cross section of hoAo produc- 
tion is about 7 fb for mAO = mh0 = 250 GeV. With an 
integrated luminosity of 100 fb-’ , there are 700 pairs 
of hoAo produced each year, which is not much better 
than N 300 hoAo pairs [ 71 produced at an NLC with 
energy extended to 600 GeV (assuming 50 fb-l ) , but 
facing more backgrounds. 

Hadronic colliders, however, offer the opportunity 
to involve the strong interaction in theproductionpro- 
cess, which can be used to directly probe tfC. Survey- 
ing qq, qg and gg processes, to have tfc appearing in 
one of the interaction vertices, in general one requires 
2 -+ 3 scattering, such as qq --+ g* -+ bE(fc)A”. 
However, the cross sections turn out to be very small, 
and it would be advantageous if 2 -+ 2 scattering is 
possible. We find that the c(E)g + t( tT) A0 process is 
rather promising in this regard as a direct probe to etc. 
Although the cross section at Tevatron remains small, 
the situation changes drastically at LHC. 
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Fig. 1. Subprocess cg 4 tA”. 

Fig. 2. Cross section for pp -+ tA” + X at LHC via subprocess 
of Fig. 1. 

At Tevatron energies, to produce an A0 of 250 GeV 

in association with a top quark, the colliding par- 
tons must carry large momentum fractions, hence both 
charm and gluon distribution functions are very sup- 
pressed, resulting in a very small tA” production cross 
section. From Fig. 1 and using CTEQ3L [ 81 parton 
distribution functions, the cross section at the Tevatron 
is only about 10p2f2 fb for rnp = 250 GeV, where f = 
f tC is the constant appearing in (2). Though the cross 
section is very small, it is proportional to f2 hence a 
direct probe to FCNH coupling czc. At the LHC with 
fi = 14 TeV, th e colliding parton momentum frac- 
tions could be much smaller so that both charm and 
gluon distribution functions contribute significantly. 
Repeating the calculation for LHC, with m,,p= 250 
GeV we obtain a cross section of 37f fb which is 
3000 times larger than that at the Tevatron, one order 
of magnitude larger than hoAo associated production, 
and grows as f2. We show in Fig. 2 the dependence 
of cr(pp --f t( T)A” + X) on mA0 with f taken to be 
unity. 

With A0 -+ W forbidden by CP invariance, A0 de- 
cays predominantly into t? or fc in the mass range 
given by (3). For example, for mA0 = 250 GeV, 90% 
(fraction increases with m,@) of A0 decays into the 
above final states [ 71, half of which pair up with the 
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Fig. 3. Subprocess gb -+ q’tA”. 

associated top to make a like sign top pair event. The 
signature of such events are like sign dileptons, ac- 
companied by two b-jets, large missing energy, plus 
one additional jet, 

cg + tA” -+ !f-e,+vv + bb + 2, (4) 

and similarly for Fg -+ ?A0 + fi?;$iiC + ii& + c. 
With an integrated luminosity of 100 fb-’ and 50% 
double b-tagging efficiency, we expect for both J!+!+ 
and c-e- modes 

31f2 x 
90% 
2 x $ x 50% x 100 = 40f2 (5) 

events per year for mA0 = 250 GeV. The event rate for 

other values of !‘?‘tAo can be read off from Fig. 2, to- 
gether with Fig. 1 of Ref. [7], where the mAO depen- 
dence of BR( A0 + tE + fc) is plotted. Over the mass 
range of (3)) the event rate does not change signifi- 

cantly since mA0 affects the production cross section 
and BR(A’ + tc + ?c) in compensating ways. Al- 
though the number of events is unfortunately still on 
the small side, note that it is an order of magnitude 
larger than at a 500-600 GeV e+e- linear collider [ 71. 

One might think that the same final state may also 
be reached by single top production followed by A0 
bremsstrahlung, as shown in Fig. 3. This is analogous 
to the production of a Higgs boson associated with a 
single top [ 91. In the current context, we have 

qb -+ q’tA”. (6) 

Since the simpler parent process, the so-called single- 
top production qb -+ q’t, has a cross section around 
100 pb [ lo], the process (6) would appear to have 
a large cross section. Adding an A0 to the final state 
tends to reduce the cross section by 3 orders of mag- 
nitude, but a cross section for qb + q’tA” around 100 
fb is still quite large. 

To ascertain this, we divide the total cross section 
into three parts, cr = CT~ + cH+ + ‘7fH+-, where the first 
two terms are from each diagram alone, and the third 
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Fig. 4. Standard model q$ ----t Wt’tf subprocess. 

is their interference. With CTEQ3L [ 81 parton distri- 
bution functions, we find (TV, flH+, and g*H+ to be 21.7, 
24.4 and -43.6 fb, respectively, for mH+ = mA0 = 250 
GeV. The interference term almost cancels the diago- 
nal terms completely and renders a total cross section 
of only 2.5 fb, which is much smaller than cg -+ tA”! 
The result is found to be not very sensitive to mH+ 
for mH+ > mA0, and was double checked with helic- 
ity methods [ lo]. Such cancellation is pretty much a 
consequence of unitarity, and is rather analogous to 

the SM qb -+ q’tI8’ case [9]. 
We have now singled out cg --f tA” as the most 

promising mode to probe the FCNH coupling lfc. This 
is a direct probe of ctc, since f can be determined 
from the cross section of cg + tA”. The method de- 
pends only on the mass of A0 and the decay branching 
ratio for A0 -+ tE( Cc> to give like-sign top quark pair 
events. Furthermore, because A0 is CP-odd, the above 
decay branching ratio is almost model-independent for 
the values of mAo condsidered. What remains to be 
checked are the backgrounds. We focus on like sign W 
pair production ’ , which would also give rise to like 
sign dilepton events. 

Vector boson pair production has been studied ex- 
tensively [ 111 for the purpose of probing the elec- 
troweak symmetry breaking mechanisms. By requir- 
ing two b-jets and like sign dileptons in the final state, 
one can suppress almost all of these. Surprisingly, 
however, the 2 + 3 process q$ + W+ ( W-) ti [ 121 
of Fig. 4 turns out to be substantial. The production 
and decay chain 

ud+ W+ti+ W+W+W-b6 +L’lfEtvv+b&+jljz, 

(7) 

leads to like sign dileptons as well as a pair of 
b- and b-jets (and likewise for dii + W-tf + 
W-W-Wfb8 ---f !cfFFjij + 66 + jlj2). Unlike the 

’ If charge misassignment or other fake rates are high, tig events 
could become a potential background. However, we take this as 

an experimental problem. 

signal process of (4)) there are two jets jl and j2, 
which should have pair mass mjj around Mw. Con- 
voluting with parton distribution functions, we find 
u(pp + W+ti + X) = 210 fb while a(pp -+ 
W-tf + X) = 100 fb, which agrees with the results 
of Barger et al., Ref. [ 121. The factor of two comes 
from the dominance of valence contributions, i.e. 
u(x) = 2d(x) and d(x) = ii(x) for pp initial state. 

Assuming 100 fb-’ per year at the LHC, the annual 
event number for process (7) is 

210 x ; x $ x 50% x 100 = 350, (8) 

and half this rate for c-e- + X events. The factor of 
213 is the W + jj branching ratio. The background of 
(8) appears to dominate over the signal of (5) both in 
!+e+ and e-e- modes, though it is less severe in the 
latter case. Adding to the problem, we find that the W 
boson associated with the ti pair also turns out to be 
produced in the central region, hence a Monte Carlo 
study is needed to separate signal from background. 
While details of such a study will be presented else- 
where, let us provide a qualitative argument on this 

matter. The simplest way is clearly jet counting. Two 
b-jets are already tagged, but it may be too costly to 
determine b vs. 8. The signal has one additional jet 
while the background has two, with mjj II Mw. If 
the two background jets are both in the central re- 
gion (171 < 3, where 77 is pseudorapidity) and can 
be distinguished, the event can be excluded by ndive 
jet counting. If the two jets merge into one large jet 
J, the event can still be effectively removed by cut- 
ting on large rn> around Mw. Only if either ji or j2 
falls outside of the detection region or coalesce acci- 
dentally with one of the b-jets will the event become 
an irreducible background. This kinematics is how- 
ever unlikely because the ti syetem, which gives rise 
to W + jl j2, is centrally produced as discussed be- 
fore. A conservative estimate is that by jet counting 
alone, one should be able to reduce the background 
by at least 50% [ 131. 

With simple jet counting, one has less than 90 back- 
ground e-e- events, with an excess of N 40f2 com- 
ing from signal events. For f N v’?, signal and back- 
ground event rates would be comparable. In other 
words, if the FCNH coupling crc = f M/u indeed 
exists, considerable excess could be observed in e-e- 
events. For a slightly larger f, say f - 2, the signal is 
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also comparable to the background in the /?+e+ mode. 
Defining N(e*e*) as the number of !*e* events, the 
signal could then manifest itself in the asymmetry pa- 

rameter 

A _ byefef) - N(e-e-1 
N(e+e+) + N(e-e-j . (9) 

The background alone gives A = 3, while the signal 

events lower A to 3 for f N 2. 
Though interesting in itself, it should be noted that 

44’ --) Wti enters as background only because it is 
difficult to tag the topjlavor at present (see footnote 
1). To demand same-flavor b tag might be too costly 
in terms of efficiency. The signal to background ratio 
would be greatly improved once t vs. t can be eas- 
ily distinguished experimentally. The development of 
such techniques should be pursued with priority at the 
LHC and for the longer term future, since flavor and 
CP violation are closely linked. Eventually we would 
like to study top flavor violation as a probe of CP vi- 

olation in tT production and decay. 
We stress that cg --f tA” can be viewed as a model 

independent probe to FCNH couplings. To produce 
like sign top events, only a sizable A’tc coupling ctc 
and a fairly large branching ratio for A0 + tC + fc are 
essential. If the first condition is satisfied, it is very 
probable that the second holds as well. One simply 
needs to argue that the branching ratio for two boson 
decays, A0 -+ W, is suppressed. This should indeed 
be the case since CP appears to be a good approximate 
symmetry, and A”W coupling can only be generated 
by loop corrections. Moving into the model indepen- 

dent realm, we note in passing that ug -+ tA” could 
be much more prominent than discussed here, iftUt is 
comparable to tccl .- J=/u N 0.1. In this case the 
large valence distribution function leads to a tA” cross 
section of order 500 fh for mA0 = 250 GeV, but with 
little gain for fA”. As a final remark, we note that gg -+ 
A0 --f tE cross section is considerably larger than those 
discussed here, but would be plagued by the much 
larger single top and ti cross sections at the LHC. 

In summary, we have discussed the possibility of 
directly probing FCNH couplings at the LHC, via 
like sign top quark pair production through the cg -+ 
tA” -+ ttij process. Possible backgrounds are iden- 
tified and calculated. To better distinguish the sig- 
nal from backgrounds would require a detailed Monte 
Carlo study. More efficient top flavor tagging (t vs. 
i!) methods are desirable to convincingly observe the 
possible production of like-sign top quark pairs. 
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